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INTRodUCTIoN
According﻿to﻿AUTM﻿(2005)﻿the﻿central﻿mission﻿of﻿a﻿university﻿Technology﻿Transfer﻿Office﻿(TTO)﻿







2007).﻿Additionally,﻿many﻿TTO﻿ tasks﻿ based﻿on﻿ interpersonal﻿ contacts﻿ and﻿ such﻿ tacit﻿ knowledge﻿
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key﻿ procedures﻿ and﻿ processes﻿ to﻿ commercialize﻿ knowledge/technology﻿ from﻿ research﻿ to﻿ return﻿







Estimation﻿ (SFA﻿or﻿SFE)﻿and﻿DEA.﻿Using﻿ the﻿Network﻿DEA﻿methodology,﻿we﻿can﻿assess﻿ each﻿
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